icobrain transforming patient care through imaging AI

You use AI every day to improve your life,
why not use it to improve your health?
26% of people with multiple sclerosis are on a suboptimal
treatment.1
Tracking brain volume changes and abnormalities can help
to monitor and optimize your treatment sooner.

3.1 years, is the average time between first symptoms and
a firm diagnosis of dementia.2
Identifying patterns in brain volume loss can help pinpoint
your diagnosis and care path.

30% of head trauma patients with a normal head CT
show evidence of brain injury on MRI.3
The detection of subtle lesions and brain volume changes
can improve the treatment and monitoring of brain
injuries.

Up to 30% of hippocampal sclerosis cases in epilepsy are missed
on conventional MRI.
AI can help detect subtle asymmetries, increasing your chance for a
seizure-free outcome.4
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icobrain transforming patient care through imaging AI
What is icobrain?
icobrain is a post-processing software that measures the volumes of disease-specific brain structures
from brain MRI and CT images. icobrain is an FDA-cleared and CE-marked medical tool, that can be
easily added to your standard brain scan protocol. The measured volumes are compared to a normal
reference database to distinguish normal from abnormal volumes and can help physicians in the
assessment of neurological conditions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple sclerosis
Alzheimer’s disease
Dementia
Epilepsy
Brain trauma

How does icobrain work?
icobrain uses artificial intelligence to assess brain volumes, abnormalities, and subtle brain volume
changes over time. icobrain aligns your brain scan with a reference atlas, and segments multiple brain
structures to measure volumes, abnormalities, and subtle changes over time. Tailored to your condition,
brain volumes are measured and normalized for age, sex, and head size before comparing it to a
normal reference database.
Why should icobrain matter to you and your physician?
icobrain generates a report that assists your radiologist and physician in the diagnosis and monitoring
of your status. By tracking (sub)clinical disease activity and progression, you and your physician can
work towards earlier diagnosis and treatment optimization and make a better-informed decision about
your health.
About icometrix
icometrix is the world leader in extracting clinically meaningful data from brain MRI and CT scans for
patients with multiple sclerosis, brain trauma, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, Parkinson’s
disease, etc. Their fully automated icobrain software is FDA cleared and CE marked.
Today, icometrix is internationally active and integrated with more than 120 hospitals and imaging
networks worldwide. Alongside their clinical services, icometrix collaborates with some of the largest
healthcare providers and pharmaceutical companies on the evaluation of new treatments for
neurological diseases.
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